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In 1935, looking down the barrel of Nazi imperialism Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote a letter to his brother Hans. In it he told 

him that he believed what was needed was a ‘sort of new monasticism’. This, he felt, could bring restoration to the 

church at a time when the evils of empire were becoming more and more obvious. 

Fast forward to 2015 and Bonhoeffer’s wish has come true. Sort of. Today there are multiple expressions of ‘new 

monasticism’, like ice cream, they come in a variety of flavours. Indeed the new monasticism Bonhoeffer looked for 

had arguably already begun before he wrote – in the 1920s Eberhard Arnold had already begun his ‘Bruderhof’ – 

‘house of brothers’. Arnold’s community were for a time part of the wider Hutterite family until they were eventually 

expelled for not being religious enough, something I suspect Bonhoeffer would have rather liked. 

Since then, particularly in the periods post World War 2, the Vietnam War, and the Gulf Wars, new forms of Christian 

monasticism arose in Western Europe, America and other parts of the world. All of which have, in various ways, 

looked to the renewal of the church. 

 

Christianity as we know, was born in the margins. It was the way of the marginalised, and it presented a real and 

present threat to empire. The way that this threat was countered was partly violence – the killing of Christians in the 

first centuries of the Common Era. But it was also countered by acceptance and dilution. It was subsumed into the 

empire, and made into a religion of the state. Even monasticism, which had begun as an eremetic renunciation of the 

empire and its ways, and an attempt to delve deeper into the inner journey of Christian spirituality was subsumed.  

Eventually it reached the point where warrior monks rode to battle in the Holy land, and abbots were deeply 

entrenched in the power structures of the time.  

 

Waves of monastic renewal sought to counter this move away from the roots of monasticism, this ‘de-radicalisation’. 

Among the best known figures of monastic renewal is St Francis, whose return to biblical monasticism was so different 

from the ways that monks lived at the time that a whole new vocabulary was formed, Franciscans were mendicant 

friars rather than monks.  

But even these renewals ran out of steam to an extent, and Franciscans too became seen by some as having 

compromised and moved away from the vision of their founder – today we have friars of the Franciscan renewal who 
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choose an austere life of genuine poverty, and call their arguably more comfortable brothers and sisters to a re-

examination of their vocation. 

In a sense all the waves of monastic renewal can be seen as new forms of monasticism. With each new wave, and 

there have been many, monasticism is changed, it is made new, or perhaps made old again.  

 

All of this takes place of course, in the wider context of the Church.  

Monastics and later religious life orders have been a key part of the life of the church since its earliest days. To a 

degree they have always played a role in helping Christians go about their earthly sojourn, calling people back to the 

roots of their faith, witnessing to the need for a focus on prayer, on shared life, and on resistance to empire.  

As Bonhoeffer noted in the 1930s, and as many note today, the church is badly in need of renewal. Christians are very 

often in thrall to empire, they don’t yearn for Jerusalem, but have made their home in the comforts of Babylon. This is 

particularly visible in our urban landscapes where Christians have followed the economic pattern of the empire: where 

they have moved to towns and cities, they have succumbed to the gravity of economics, and allowed themselves to be 

pulled out of the poverty of ‘tough areas’ in to the relative safety and gentility of smarter suburbs.  

We might characterise this as a type of abandonment of the more difficult parts of the urban environment, sparked 

perhaps by a feeling that life there is too unsafe, or too difficult.  

In a number of instances however, groups of people have chosen to reverse the flow, and move in to inner cities and 

council estates, with a vision of seeing the Kingdom of God realised in these often marginalised places.  

If they didn’t know it before hand, they soon find out that life as a marginal is hard, it’s wearing, and it is often 

unrewarding. A common complaint is that Jesus didn’t model a long term ministry. So those who have chosen this 

approach have tended to look for ways of sustaining it, of keeping themselves and their faith vital. In so doing many 

have turned to those who inspired them in the first place, the pioneering saints of old, and out of this impulse has been 

forged the influential Christian movement that we currently call ‘new monasticism’. 

 

Looking back for a moment at the history of our present new monasticism, we can see that there were a number of 

pioneers.  
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The Catholic Worker movement was founded by Dorothy Day and Peter Maurin in 1930s America, Catholic workers 

wouldn’t self-identify as ‘new monastics’ indeed Catholics would be reluctant to use that term, it’s a largely protestant 

one. But the Catholic workers, with their commitment to serving the poor and needy, to the ‘corporal acts of mercy’ 

have been hugely influential on the formation of new monastic communities. 

Other groups formed in the same kind of era: the Iona Community, the Corrymeela community, and others. Once it got 

going this movement kept rolling, with the emergence of various communities founded by people of the same sort of 

generation, many of them looking for ways of resisting moral crisis in society, the Jesus Fellowship for instance was 

one of a number of residential Christian communities founded in the late 1960s and early 1970s: responding to the 

perceived liberalization of society.  

There have been many other notable examples, including L’Arche, founded by the extraordinary Jean Vanier, which 

changed the way people understood life in community. 

Until relatively recently most of the groups I am talking about would have been characterised as ‘residential lay 

communities’ or similar. The term ‘new monastics’ came into common parlance in two ways: Firstly there was John 

Skinner of the Northumbria Community’s rediscovery of Bonhoeffer’s reference to a sort of new monasticism, which 

crystalized for him the path they were taking.   

At a similar time in the USA there was some reflection on Alastair Mcintyre’s early 80s view of society as being a ‘new 

dark ages’. In the book After Virtue Mcintyre speaks of the need for “another—doubtless very different—St. Benedict”. 

A variety of ‘radicalised’ young Christians set about creating communities in tough neighbourhoods, and finding ways 

to live which met this need. The idea of ‘new monasticism’ was thereby doubly invented. 

 

As I said, there are many different varieties of new monastics – it’s an un-administered term and implies a wide variety 

of levels of commitment. 

Some new monastics make much of the direct link between their contemporary vocation and the sort of primitive 

Christian monasticism which changed society so dramatically centuries ago. Simon Reed, a member of the dispersed 

new monastic Order of Aidan and Hilda recognises something that drew him in to an exploration of new monasticism 

as a means of living in a challenging urban environment, in his book Creating Community he notes:  
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‘…the remarkable similarities between the first millennium and the third. Anglo Saxon men fought hard then 

drank hard. Many of our town centres today are full of people doing exactly the same two things – but in 

reverse order! Yet into this violent and dangerous [first century] society came a vibrant expression of 

Christianity which transformed lives and permeated the entire culture. There had to be something to learn 

from that.’  

Dispersed communities like the Community of Aidan and Hilda provide a resource for small groups or individuals to 

draw upon, a deliberate pattern of prayer perhaps, or a basic rule of life, which will allow them to live daily lives which 

are oriented towards God. The same is true for most new monastic communities. 

Other forms of new monastic expression have chosen a suburban or rural identity, often operating as places of retreat 

or prayer. But it would be wrong to imagine that this is the principal or only means of new monastic expression.  

 

As society has industrialised, and populations have become much more focussed in the towns and cities of the UK, 

Monasticism has increasingly been associated with the urban.  

Not only did towns grow up around monastic settlements, but monastics also moved into towns to serve people. 

Hospitals, schools and other community facilities were founded by monastics and those in other forms of religious life. 

In recognition of this some new monastics have preferred to self-identify as new friars, drawing strongly on the 

heritage of orders like the Franciscans and Augustinians, in service of the communities they live within. 

During the 19
th
 century, during one of the sootiest, grimiest times of Northern life, the Anglican religious life order the 

Community of the Resurrection led by Bishop Charles Gore moved from genteel Oxford to the industrial town of 

Mirfield in Yorkshire, to become a positive contribution to the life of that town. It’s interesting to note that the 

Community of the Resurrection were one of the places that Bonhoeffer spent time when thinking about his own plans 

for new monasticism. 

Others have done similarly, for every community group which tries to find a small piece of rural heaven, there are a 

number that make their home in the city, and learn what it means to live there. From Dr John Vincent’s Ashram 

community in Sheffield, to Shane Claiborne and the Potter Street Community in the USA. From some of the 

Manchester based founders of the Eden project, to members of Base Ecclesial Communities in Latin America: groups 

and individuals have sought out ‘new monastic’ identities to support them as they seek to live in the city while not 
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being overwhelmed by what they find there. Moreover they often seek to use that identity as a means to subvert, 

redeem and even overthrow the empire.  

 

Having already spoken of the monastic impulse to reject empire, and referred to Macintyre’s claim that we were in 

another ‘dark ages’ I would suggest that there is an underlying trend within the contemporary new monasticism which 

understands the city as a place of corruption.  

I would further suggest that within this trend there are four particularly notable facets of the city that we can identify: 

The city for many new monastics is a place of: empire; alienation; license; and danger. 

New monasticism is a public movement of resistance to these things, perhaps particularly to what one new monastic 

writer described as the ‘dirty rotten system’ of empire. New monastics may often make common cause with 

movements like Occupy which seek the overthrow of corrupt systems in our societies. In this act of ongoing resistance 

to empire, new monastics are seeking to incarnate Christ at the heart of the empire, and in so doing to bring about its 

downfall. 

A walk through any large British town or city will allow you to see the empire at work. Indeed the way that imperial 

power to greater or lesser degrees has embedded itself in the architecture of the city has been key to developing the 

city as we know it. I don’t mean just the apparatus of the state – although there is plenty of that. But I also mean the 

empire of commerce – the multinationals, the banks that are too big to fail, the tax dodgers.  The contemporary British 

city is as redolent of empire as ever.  

Through counter cultural lifestyles and sometimes theatrically prophetic demonstrations, new monastics take a 

determinedly anti empire stance. 

In recognition of alienation in our midst, new monastics also seek ways of reconnection with the natural world, and 

seek means to enable that.  

Not only are urbanites often alienated from the natural world, but they are also often alienated from one another. More 

and more of us become hermetically sealed, in air conditioned offices, in vehicles with tinted windows, or just via a 

pair of headphones. A trip on public transport in London usually yields very little in terms of social interaction, despite 

the obvious opportunity for it.  
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And thirdly the city can be seen as a place of license. Anything that anyone might want is available for a price. Be it a 

product, a person or an experience. Life, particularly in the largest of cities means one has an amount of license that it 

is not granted to others.  

The fourth characteristic, that of danger, is not so much the danger of being hurt, but the danger of becoming 

corrupted.  

 

These characteristics bear direct relationship to the wilderness temptations of Jesus:   

In the wilderness Jesus was tempted to abuse resources: ‘turn these stones to bread’.  

In a place of license, we are tempted to abuse resources.  

He was tempted to abuse his relationship with God ‘if you are the son of God…’ 

In a place of alienation, we are tempted to abuse relationships.  

And he was tempted to abuse power in the form of kingdoms: ‘I will give it all to you…’ 

In a place of empire, we are tempted to abuse power.  

Following the logic of the story, we might surmise that Jesus was tempted in a further way – to leave the wilderness. 

 In a place of danger, we are tempted to escape. 

 

Against these, some monastics developed the so called ‘evangelical counsels’ of poverty, chastity, and obedience, to 

which was also added the counsel of stability. 

When we live in a place of license, where a great deal is available, then we are tempted to abuse resources – to 

define ourselves through consumption, to consume more than we need, to take more than ‘our daily bread’.  

In a place of alienation from the natural world and from one another, we are tempted to abuse our relationship with the 

earth and our fellow humans: we move further away from a harmonious existence with the world around us, and with 
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others. The city becomes the hub of the headphones, of the smart phone and the tablet. The more we are alienated 

from the natural world the greater the ease of abuse and the less we are able to be ‘good stewards’.   

And in a place of empire, where massive wealth and influence is built in to the environment in the shape of 

skyscrapers or Apple Stores, we are tempted to abuse power. We are tempted to become participants in the 

domination of others, rather than living the kenotic love that Jesus embodies, demonstrates and teaches, we partake 

in the acquisitively motivated dominance and exploitation of others. 

In a place of danger, whether physical, mental or spiritual, we are tempted to run away, to escape from the danger 

rather than face it and overcome it. 

 

As a response to these characteristics of the city new monasticism leads its adherents into a lifestyle of resistance, 

reconnection, renunciation and re-commitment.  

One of the ‘twelve marks’ of new monasticism set out by some American practitioners is a resistance based 

‘relocation to abandoned places of empire, to places regarded as attraction-less.’  

These may be grimy inner cities, they are perhaps more likely to be sprawling council estates. This is what Sister 

Magaret McKenna describes as an act of resistance to a system which “rewards conformity to the way of all empires: 

pride, power, and reduction of all values to the “bottom line.”” 

New monasticism also leads people into a lifestyle of reconnection: with the natural world; with people; and with God. 

Here I want to make some mention of the phenomenon of Forest Church too, which is an even more explicit attempt 

to help people reengage with the natural world by means of outdoor based gatherings and rituals. 

Forest Church practitioners will often draw upon the legacy of early British monasticism as they talk about what they 

do. Practically they seek to reengage themselves and others with God in a ‘natural’ surrounding – somewhere where 

trees and grass exist in greater abundance than concrete and glass. Forest Churches meet in parks, on hillsides, on 

allotments, wherever practitioners feel they can reengage with the humus, the earth from which the humans originally 

came, and to which they will eventually return. 

Far from being an attempt to escape the life of the city, this is a means of thriving within it. New monastics and many 

forest church practitioners encourage a contemplative approach to spirituality, a sense of waiting and listening, in so 

doing they call for a reconnection with the spiritual nature of deity. 
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New monasticism encourages a lifestyle of renunciation. In some communities this is characterised by radical sharing, 

of claiming nothing as one’s own. For others it is living on the economic principal of ‘enough’. However it works out, it’s 

a movement towards renouncing the worldly values of ‘mine’.  

And finally new monasticism resists the draw out of the city, a draw which is primarily economic and is a part of the 

engine of capitalism which first draws people into the city, and then encourages them to work their way out. In 

resisting this draw it seeks yet again to subvert the system and bring about its subtle overthrow by a deliberate re-

commitment to place. 

 

Desert temptation City characteristic Monasticism New monasticism 

Resources License Poverty Renunciation 

Relationship Alienation Chastity Reconnection 

Power Empire Obedience Resistance 

Escape Danger Stability Re-commitment 

 


